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Chapter 930 
After a moment of observation, Nicole said to Carl,” 
Leave a mark.” Then the two of them went to check out 
other locations.” 
Leave a mark here.” 
Carl did as Nicole had instructed. “If the entire Roca 
Este is under the enemy’s surveillance , how will the 
boats get in?” Carl 
asked the question Nicole had been thinking about. 
“I’m thinking about this too, but we can’t think too 
much now. We will know 
when we cross the bridge.” Trapped on this isolated 
island, Nicole also did not know what to do next, but 
could only let Carl leave 
marks, and then they went back to study in detail. 
They had marked all the places suitable for boats to 
dock. “Carl, you go get the car back, and I will look 
around.” 
After Carl went, Nicole went up to the top of one of the 
highest hills and took out her binoculars to observe the 
entrance to Roca 
Este. There were indeed many men in black guarding 
the entrance. With their current numbers and 
equipment, it seemed that 



fighting their way out was not really possible. 
Back at Zane’s place, Carl had already brought the car 
back. 
 “Did you find anything, Nicole?” Carl asked. 
“The entrance into Roca Este has been sealed off by the 
men in black. We are now completely trapped.” Nicole 
told of what she 
saw. 
Zane slammed his fist down hard on the table. “Looks 
like this gang is trying to trap us here with little effort.” 
“Did you find the places where the boars could dock?” 
Zane looked over at Nicole. 
“Yup. I have asked Carl to leave marks in different 
spots.” 
“Why don’t you come up with a battle plan, Zane?” 
Nicole looked at Zane. 
“You two have just come on the island today. The 
enemy will definitely keep a close eye on you two. If 
we take action now, we 
will definitely be discovered . Let’s stay put today, and 
you and Carl do the necessary preparation, “Zane said. 
“Okay.” Nicole and Carl went out at once. 
“Someone, watch closely the situation outside the 
island and keep me informed.” 
“Aye.” 
After giving the instructions , Zane took out the sketch 
and carefully studied the escape plan. 



Nicole and Carl came outside and checked everyone’s 
equipment. The men’s weapons and equipment were 
fine, but there were 
just not enough men. 
“Carl, choose the ten best among them to protect Zane 
while evacuating.” 
“Okay.” 
Nicole went to a secluded area and took out her pager.” 
Hello, hello.” After a long wait, a voice replied. 
“Roger.” 
“Prepare three boats, then wait for my signal and sail 
due south of Roca Este. I have marked three spots there. 
Stop one boat at 
each spot.” Nicole explained to the man in the suit. 
“Okay.” 
Amid the tense atmosphere , Nicole and others spent an 
uneventful night on Roca Este. 
The next day, before dawn, a man on sentry duty on 
Roca Este suddenly noticed a group of men sneaking up 
toward them and 
immediately reported back to Zane. 
“There is a group of unidentified men entering Roca 
Este. 
“How many of them?” 
“At least twenty, probably thirty.” 
“Lead a team and ambush the enemy.” Zane picked up 
his gun and was already ready for battle. 



   
 


